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has two archbishops and twelve bishops the
(Disestablished) Church of Wales an archbishop
and five biahops and the Episcopal Church in
Scotland seven bishops See also Cardinal
Bismuth metallic element symbol Bl in group V
of the periodic table Like antimony tbe
stable form is a grey brittle layer structuie
electrical conductor It is readily fusible
melting at 264 C and boiling afc about 1420 C
Wood s metal an alloy with one of the lowest
melting points (under 150 F so that a spoon
made of t wiH melt when placed in a cup of
hot tea) contains four parts bismuth two parts
lead one part tin one part cadmium
Bison, a genus of wild cattle distinguished from
the ox by its shorter wider skull beard under
the chin high forequarters and in winter <i
great mane of woolly >»«jt covering head and
foreauarters. There are two species the
European and the American bison both now
protected in game preserves
Bit formerly the word often referred to the metal
piece in the mouth of a bridled horse now more
likely to be a technical expression in the mouth
of a computer expert A bit is a unit of infer
matfon it is the information that can be con
veyed by radicating which of two possibilities
obtains Any object that can be either of two
states can therefore store one bit of information
In a technical device the two states could be the
presence or the absence of a magnetic field or
of an electnc voltage Since all numbers can be
represented in tbe binary system (see Binary
Notation) by a row of digits which are etfher 0 or
1 it takes one bit of information to specify a
binary digit Bit is short for binary digit
Bittern, a bird of the heron genus with long loose
plumage on the front and sides of the neck It
ib a solitary bird inhabiting marshes but rare
in Britain.
Bivalves shell fish whose shell consists of two
hinged valves lying one on each side of the
body such as mussels oysters and codder
Blackbird, or Merle a member of the Thrush
family a familiar eong bird in Britain Male ib
all black with orange bill female is mottled
brown with brown bfll the young are spotted
brown.
Blackcock and Greyhen (as the female is called)
are closely related to the Capercadlies but
smaller They nest on the ground and prefer
•wooded country to open moors. Found in
northern half of northern hemisphere Poly
gamoua they perform esclted courtship dances
the male is a handsome blue black bird with
•white undertail tbe female dark brown mottled
Black Death, the plague which swept across Europe
in the years 1848-50 beginning m the ports of
Italy brought in by merchant ships from Black
Sea ports. It was the worst scourge man has
ever known at least a, quarter of the European
population was wiped out in the first epidemic
of 1348 It reached England in the winter of
that year The disease was transmitted to man
by fleas from black rats though this was not
known at the tune, the specific organism being
SodMus vesKs The disease continued to
ravage Europe in recurrent outbreaks up to the
late 17th cent The epidemic which raged in
England in 160o wiped out whole villages and
one tenth of London s population of 460 000
Sanroel Pepys wrote a grim account of it In his
Diary See alto Labourers, English Statute ot
Black Hole o! Calcutta, the name given to the
place where a captured British garrison was con
fined in 1756 during the struggle for India be-
tween tbe French and British. Into a noisome
space, about 20 ft square, 146 persons were
driven and only 28 were found alive the next
morning Tne authenticity of the story has
been called into Question, but after sifting the
evidence: Professor H H Dodwell in the Com-
fcffcfee jfffefortf of Vie BfWsh JEmytre, believes it
to be substantially true
Black-letter, the Old English or Gothic type first
used m printing blocks
Black Woodpecker (Dryoeapug martivs), a large,
black bird about tbe size of a rook, with sUghtly
crested scarlet crown, found in many ports of
 Blood Groups    See Index to Section P also JFSO
Bloody Assizes the assizes conducted in 1685
by George Jeffreys Lord Chief Justice at which
participants m the Duke of Monmouths
rebellion against King James n were tried.
They were marked by relentless cruelty
Bluebird a migratory bird of North America
deriving its name from its deep blue plumage
It is one of the few song birds of America and
familiar in the woods from early spring to
November In India and Malaya there is the
Fairy Bine bird the male is black with shiny
blue upper parts The bluebird was used as the
symbol of happiness by Maeterlinck m his play
The Slue Bird
Bhie Peter a blue flag with a white square m the
centre is hoisted 24 hours before a ship leaves
harbour (the letter P in the alphabet of the
International Code of Signals)
BJue Ribbon a term in general use to denote the
highest honour or prize attainable in any field
or competition Thus the Derby is the blue
ribbon of the turf The expression is derived
from the highest Order of Knighthood m tne
gift of tbe British Crown the insignia of which
is a garter of blue velvet
Blue Stocking a term used to describe a learned
or literary woman particularly if pedantic and
undomesticated It is said that the term
derives from the Bas Bleu club of Paris which
was attended by the literary eavantes of the
17th cent In England a omnim- literary dub
was formed about 1780 whose members were
distinguished by their blue stockings
Blue " Sun, Moon etc a phenomenon caused by
the scattering of sunlight by transparent par
tides suspended in the atmosphere the effect
being that blue light is transmitted and red
light e-rtinguished to direct vision The dust
from the Krakatoa eruption in 1883 and the
drifting layer of smoke from the forest fires in
Alberta Canada m September 1950 gave nee
to blue moons and suns phenomena suf
flaently rare to be described as occurring once
m a blue moon In the cold climatic condi
tions of the Pamirs and the far north vegeta
tion js said to look blue on account of the
rays of high calorific value (red, yellow green)
being absorbed while only the blue and violet
are transmitted. It was Tyndall who first
explained the blue colour of the sky
Boa, a term applied to a family of snakes of large
size some attaining a length of 80 ft They
are not poisonous but kill their prey by crushing
—constriction—hence the name "boa constric-
tor They occur both m the Old World and
the New but are more abundant fn the latter
Most Boas retain the eggs within the body until
young are fully developed whereas the Pythons
almost all lay leather shelled eggs
Boar or Wild Hog an animal largely distributed
over the forest regions of Europe Am^ Africa
and South America It has a longer snout and
shorter ears than Its descendant the domestic
hog and is provided with tnskg. Having to
forage for itself it is a more active and intelli
gent animal than the pig of the sty and offers
good sport to the hunter
Boat, an open vessel propelled by oars or sails or
both Theboatsofashrpofwararethelaundi
barge, pinnace yawl cutters jolly boat and
gig of a merchant vessel the launch glnff jolly
boat or yawl stern boat quarter boat and
captain s gig Every ship is compelled to carry
adeauate fully provisioned and equipped hfe-
boats
Bode's law, a numerical relationship formulated
by Bode in 1772 which states that the relative
mean distances of the planets from the sun are
foundby adding 4 to each of the terras 0 8 6
12 24 48 96 Tbe actual mean distances
(in millions of mDes) are Mercury 86 Venus,
672 Earth. 82-8 Mars, 1416 Jupiter
489-8 Saturn 886 0 Uranus. 1782 8 The
gap between Mars and Jupiter caused Bode to
predict the existence of a planet there which
was later confirmed by the discovery of Ceres
and other minor planets The law breaks
down, however for Neptune and Pluto
Boer War lasted from Oct U. 1800 when the
Boers invaded Natal to May 81 1002 when
the Treaty of Vereeniging ended hostfltties. At
first the operation? of the British, troops in

